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ABSTRACT

The performance of DSL systems is severely
constrained by crosstalk due to the electromagnet-
ic coupling among the multiple twisted pairs mak-
ing up a phone cable. In order to reduce
performance loss arising from crosstalk, DSL sys-
tems are currently designed under the assumption
of worst-case crosstalk scenarios leading to overly
conservative DSL deployments. This article pre-
sents a new paradigm for DSL system design,
which takes into account the multi-user aspects of
the DSL transmission environment. Dynamic
spectrum management (DSM) departs from the
current design philosophy by enabling transceivers
to autonomously and dynamically optimize their
communication settings with respect to both the
channel and the transmissions of neighboring sys-
tems. Along with this distributed optimization,
when an additional degree of coordination
becomes available for future DSL deployment,
DSM will allow even greater improvement in DSL
performance. Implementations are readily applica-
ble without causing any performance degradation
to the existing DSLs under static spectrum man-
agement. After providing an overview of the DSM
concept, this article reviews two practical DSM
methods: iterative water-filling, an autonomous
distributed power control method enabling great
improvement in performance, which can be imple-
mented through software options in some existing
ADSL and VDSL systems; and vectored-DMT, a
coordinated transmission/reception technique
achieving crosstalk-free communication for DSL
systems, which brings within reach the dream of
providing universal Internet access at speeds close
to 100 Mb/s to 500 m on 1–2 lines and beyond 1
km on 2–4 lines. DSM-capable DSL thus enables
the broadband age.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, digital subscriber line
(DSL) technology has been praised as an attrac-
tive broadband access service for residential and
business areas [1]. Several DSL standards have

been successfully established with tens of millions
of customers throughout the world. Currently, the
most popular asymmetric DSL (ADSL) service
reliably delivers up to 8 Mb/s depending on the
distance of the customer from the telephone
office. However, the need for even higher DSL
speeds is already evident due to the increasing
demands of the customer imposed by the prolifer-
ation of high-bandwidth multimedia services. The
question is, then, “Is there a realm of even higher
speeds reachable by the current DSL system?”

Dynamic spectrum management (DSM), the
evolutionary step in current DSL spectrum man-
agement strategies, addresses this question. By
inherently accommodating features like auto-
matic fault detection and maintenance, and by
guaranteeing spectral compatibility among dif-
ferent services, DSM promises faster and more
reliable information delivery.

At present, DSL modems of the various stan-
dards operate independently; the high transmit
energy of one line may cause severe interference
(crosstalk) in neighboring lines, thus preventing
the normal operation of DSL modems. The
existing spectrum management approach in DSL
mitigates this “DSL hogging” problem by enforc-
ing power spectral density (PSD) masks for all
the modems, in which the PSD mask designs
were based on the worst case crosstalk emission
scenario. The resulting conservative rules are
described by the American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) spectrum management stan-
dard [2] (affecting both the system specifications
and the deployment guidelines).

Clearly such “static” spectrum management is
effective only for the specific transmission sce-
nario presumed in the design stage, which is
hardly the case in practice. As a result, the cur-
rent design approach necessarily leads to DSL
deployment that is overly restrictive in terms of
both coverage and speed. DSM allows for adap-
tive allocation of the available resources among
multiple lines, depending on the channel charac-
teristics and the crosstalk activity on the line.
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• DSL modems should not transmit more
power than necessary to achieve their target
data rates with good quality of service.

• DSL modems should not transmit more
bandwidth than useful for communication. 
These two simple principles will guide enor-

mous improvement. In particular, this article
eventually shows a series of basic improvements
that lead to 100 Mb/s symmetric service on sin-
gle or multiple DSL lines, enabling broadband
communications. A 500 m cable of 50 twisted
pairs, then, can carry 5 Gb/s of symmetric data
rate to 50 customers, more than has been con-
templated in fiber or coaxial systems to date,
illustrating that the copper connection to the
customer need not be an impediment to the
implementation of broadband services through-
out the world.

At the time of this writing, DSM is an ongo-
ing project of the T1E1.4 DSL Access Working
Group [3]. This article overviews the basic con-
cepts of DSM, presents the technical issues
involved, and introduces some of the proposed
DSM methods for spectra balancing and inter-
ference cancellation. The fundamental idea in
DSM is the balanced control among different
DSL modems and possibly among different DSL
service providers. This concept of “harmonized”
system operation is motivated by the multi-user
characteristics of DSL systems, which are illus-
trated in the next section.

DSM WITH THE EVOLUTION OF DSL
DSL AS A MULTI-USER

COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT

In the current deployment (shown in Fig. 1a),
DSL transmission occurs between the modems at
the customer side and the modems at the central
office (CO) side, which are connected through
twisted pair copper lines. Several twisted pairs are
physically bundled together in the same cable,
resulting in electromagnetic coupling, which
induces interference known as crosstalk in the
neighboring lines. Near-end crosstalk (NEXT)
refers to the interfering signals at the receiver
originating from transmitters at the same side of
the affected receiver. Far-end crosstalk (FEXT)
signals originate from transmitters at the other
side of the affected receiver.

Since in the current DSL topology the spectral
incompatibility among different DSL services and
different service providers can aggravate the
crosstalk problem, the existing static spectrum
management enforces overly conservative PSD
constraints for all DSL services, thereby severely
limiting the achievable transmission performance.
Clearly better spectra allocation must be
addressed. DSM, even in this noncoordinated sit-
uation, immediately achieves remarkable improve-
ment in both DSL service coverage and
transmission speed by enabling DSL modems to
“autonomously” adapt their own spectra, without
causing harm to existing DSL systems.

The increasing investment in fiber to the curb
(FTTC) installations is gradually resulting in a
topology where the optical fiber is deployed
between the CO and an optical network unit
(ONU)located closer to the customer side, as

shown in Fig. 1a. Then twisted pairs emanate
from the ONU providing the last mile connec-
tion to the customer. The ONU equipment
includes a DSL access multiplexer (DSLAM)
performing the appropriate multiplexing/demul-
tiplexing operations between the fiber link and
the DSL lines. The corresponding inverse opera-
tions are done at the CO. Very-high-speed DSL
(VDSL) will mainly be deployed in such “fiber-
assisted” environments.

The extension of optical fiber towards the
customer side implies higher DSL data rates
thanks to smaller signal attenuation in the short-
er lines. A potentially more important observa-
tion, however, is that with an ONU a single
DSLAM may attach to all the DSL modems.
This change of paradigm allows the possibility to
coordinate the DSL modems at the DSLAM
side, enabling additional significant performance
gain on top of the autonomous DSM [4].

DSM CHARACTERIZATION BY
MODE OF OPERATION

Figure 1b shows the timeline of the DSL/DSM
evolution characterized by its operational modes.
Although signal coordination enables the ulti-
mate highest rates and performance in DSL, it is
possible to obtain substantial gains even without
any coordination [5]. Autonomous mode is
essentially the present DSL environment where
no coordination is allowed. In addition, in time
each service provider may have its own spectrum
management center (SMC) that reports line
information and spectrum control information to
provide automatic or manual repair and fault
prevention. The most advanced spectrum utiliza-
tion is achieved in vectored mode, where syn-
chronized signals can be co-transmitted and
co-received at one side (i.e., the ONU side). In
this mode the SMC is directly located next to
the DSLAM, and controls the transmission and
reception of signals.

A SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE OF DSM
The basic DSM reference model is shown in Fig.
2. The DSL system can be any of the existing
DSL standards. In an autonomous operation,
there is no SMC control or SMC data reporting;
furthermore, some or all DSL modems use
autonomous DSM training algorithms that
enhance the performance of every line in the
binder. Significant gain is possible in this imme-
diately practical and deployable mode. Further
improvement is possible with some level of coor-
dination in the vectored mode. In this case, line
and crosstalk information is reported by the
DSL modems to the SMC via the interface
DSM-D, which is typically internal to a DSLAM
at the ONU location. The SMC receives those
data and provides control information through
DSM-C, where the degree of control may
depend on the level of coordination. The SMC
also provides processed data results across the
interface DSM-S for fault isolation, and mainte-
nance and provisioning purposes.

Coordinated advanced DSM systems essen-
tially execute the following steps, perhaps peri-
odically, depending on the specific transmission
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■ Figure 1. a) The DSL environment; b) a timeline of DSL/DSM.
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scenario: the network information acquisition
phase, where loop characteristics, transmission
parameters, and traffic information as well as
external user commands are collected by a sin-
gle service provider; the negotiation and opti-
mization phase, in which all the information
acquired in the previous step is used to dis-
tribute the network resources among the ser-
vice provider’s customers and the communi-
cation parameters are determined to best serve
those customers; and the coordinated operation
phase, in which the optimized communication
and network parameters are provided to the
modems within a single service provider’s
DSLAM to achieve “cooperative” data trans-
mission and reception.

Several DSM system implementations are
possible. For instance, when the modems are all
collocated at an ONU cabinet serviced by a sin-
gle provider, an independent entity may collect
all the network information during the informa-
tion acquisition phase. Of more immediate inter-
est, each modem may autonomously react to line
conditions in a way that is globally beneficial to
all the DSL lines in the binder so that no system
will perform any worse than if no DSM were
used, and some or all may perform better. This
autonomous step has very high early gains and
creates momentum toward increasing coordina-
tion when lines get shorter (where coordination
offers additional gains).

PHYSICAL LAYER
TECHNIQUES IN DSM

At the core of DSM are advanced network opti-
mization techniques to provide optimal resource
allocation and transmission performance. The key
elements of the DSM implementation include iter-
ative water-filling (in the autonomous mode), the
coordinated transmission method (in the vectored
mode), the multi-input multi-output (MIMO)

interference identification [6] (applicable to the
vectored mode), and rate and power control.

The following subsections introduce two
promising physical layer techniques that can be
used in the DSM optimization process: iterative
water-filling [7, 8] for the autonomous mode and
vectored DMT [4] for the vectored mode. Each
algorithm balances multiple DSL modems either
from the view of competition or from the view of
cooperation. These algorithms are not only high-
ly compatible with existing DSL modem tech-
nologies, but also result in impressive
performance enhancements.

AUTONOMOUS MODE:
ITERATIVE WATER-FILLING

Water-filling is a well known optimal-power distri-
bution algorithm for the single-user communica-
tion channel [1] and provides the basis for the
power and bit allocation schemes in most DMT1-
based modems. The single-user water-filling con-
cept is illustrated in Fig. 3a. Given the channel
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) information in the fre-
quency domain,2 SNR(f), the optimal spectrum
(P(f)) maximizing the data rate is obtained by allo-
cating more power to frequency bands with higher
channel SNR. The strategy is pictorially the same
as “pouring” the total power in the bowl of the
inverse SNR(f) curve, hence the name water-fill-
ing. A power-minimizing or margin-fixing version
of water-filling may be more commonly deployed
to practice DSM, in which case the target data
rate is fixed and the objec tive is to minimize the
total power used. The optimal allocation scheme
is still interpreted as pouring the power in the
inverse SNR(f) curve; in this case, however, the
water level is dictated by the target data rate
rather than by the total power constraint.

Iterative water-filling can be viewed as an
extension of the water-filling process for a multi-
user communication environment [7, 8]. This
algorithm is based on formulating power alloca-

■ Figure 2. DSM reference model.
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tion in the multi-user interference network as a
competitive game, in which each user tries to
maximize his own data rate regarding crosstalk
interference from other users as noise. Starting
from any initial spectra, the water-filling proce-
dure on each line is performed independently
across all DSL lines within a binder. It can be
shown that this distributed iteration process con-
verges to a competitively optimal equilibrium
point, sometimes called a stationary point in opti-
mization theory. While multiple stationary points
may exist in the multi-user interference channel,
such a case has not yet been found over a wide
range of DSL lines tested, and indeed can be
mathematically proven not to exist in frequency
bands up to 2 MHz. Furthermore, the conver-
gence and uniqueness of an iterative water-filling
solution from any initial spectra are guaranteed
for all DSL lines [7]. Power-minimizing iterative
water-filling is also possible, in which case the
target data rate on each line must be known to

the modems in advance. Maximum data rates
are established today even in static spectrum
management by provisioning rules known as pro-
files; thus, DSM’s need to impose a target data
rate maintains the existing autonomous nature
of DSL deployment today.

For ADSL channels, the data rates achieved
by iterative water-filling are very close to those
achieved by the optimal rate and power allocation
[9]. Indeed, no better spectra have been found in
stationary binders. This result is highly encourag-
ing; specifically, it implies that iterative water-fill-
ing, in which rate and power for each frequency
tone of the user is adapted autonomously with no
central control, performs essentially the same as
when the spectra of all the users are controlled by
a centralized network entity.

Figure 3b illustrates the iterative water-filling
process for two users. As can be seen, at each
iteration step, each user’s spectrum “moves
away” from the frequency region characterized

■ Figure 3. a) Water-filling for a single user; b) iterative water-filling for two users.
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by strong interference thanks to the water-filling
process explained above, thereby approaching
better performance step by step. For most of the
DSL lines tested, the algorithm converged within
two or three iterations.

The iterative water-filling algorithm can be
summarized for offline analysis as follows:
• Initialize iter_num=0
• Repeat

For i = 1, …, L
–Compute water-filling spectrum, Si, for
user i
–Compute crosstalk spectra into all other
channels

Here, L is the number of users or DSL lines;
max is the maximum number of iterations
allowed; Si,n is the ith user’s spectrum at the nth
frequency tone; σ2

j,n is the crosstalk variance of
the jth user at the nth frequency tone; and Hji,n
is the crosstalk transfer function from user i into
user j at the nth frequency tone.

The above procedure implicitly assumes that
the user water fillings occur in a specific order.
However, it should be emphasized that for DSL
channels, the same convergence result is
obtained whether or not the user water fillings
are ordered or successive. In other words, each
modem only needs to autonomously execute its
own water-filling process.

Fortunately, this iterative water-filling algo-
rithm has already been implemented “unwitting-
ly” in several existing DMT-based DSL systems.
The well-known bit-swapping technique, which
serves to adapt modem operation to slow chan-
nel changes, implicitly executes iterative water-
filling. Actually, for such systems the benefits of
iterative water-filling would be much more pro-
nounced if the conservative rules of the current
spectrum management standards were lifted.
Such lifting combined with iterative water-filling
will not lead to performance degradation on any
existing line that continues to use static spectrum
management. However, the more lines that use
DSM, the greater the advantage. A “single” stat-
ic line, such as a 998 VDSL system with a fixed
PSD mask [2], can unnecessarily limit the per-
formance of all future lines.

DSM is permitted in the existing standard [2]
under the definition of “new technology.” This
accommodation essentially paves the way for
future DSM use by simply allowing new systems
to be deployed as long as they do not harm any
existing systems more than those systems are
allowed to harm themselves. In essence, DSM-
enabled DSLs will gradually “clean up” the loop
plant in a graceful and consistently performance-
improving manner. Service providers will be
motivated to use DSM-enabled modems rather
than static modems as they deploy more line ter-
minals and more DSLs, since line maintenance
will decrease and data rates will dramatically
increase.

Figure 4 illustrates a classic field problem in
current ADSL deployments, for which iterative
water-filling can achieve dramatic data rate
increases. In Fig. 4a the ADSL receiver on line
1 experiences large FEXT from the remote-ter-
minal (RT)-located ADSL downstream trans-
mitter which is only 5 kft away from the ADSL
receiver. Under the existing static spectrum
management rules, line 1 simply does not work;
the achievable data rate is only 300 kb/s for
downstream, and field personnel must be dis-
patched.

Crosstalk measurements for a typical configu-
ration as in Fig. 4a were reported by the Verizon
Broadband Integration Lab [10]. The worst case
crosstalk coupling pair is considered here. Using
static rate adaptive training, the Verizon Broad-
band Integration Lab was able to obtain 9 Mb/s
in the short line and 100 kb/s in the long line.
Figure 4b shows the achievable rates by allowing
both lines to use power-minimizing (minimum
power for a given rate) iterative water-filling.
For example, rate pairs (2,1.8), (4,1.4), (6,0.9)
and (8,0.6) Mb/s are achievable for the short and
long lines, respectively. At the expense of
reduced rates on the short line, enormous
improvements are possible in the long line. The
spectrum of the short line is seen to “migrate” to
higher frequency tones, yielding to the long line.
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■ Figure 4. a) The ADSL transmission scenario; b) the achievable rate region
by iterative water-filling.
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The iterative water-filling algorithm can
“optionally” be augmented by an outer control
loop where centralized resource allocation is
performed, thus providing more flexible services
to customers in the form of potentially higher
data rate choices. Clearly, this would require a
higher degree of coordination, where each
modem reports the relevant DSM data, such as
the achieved data rate or the power margin and
the associated transmit power level to the SMC.
Based on this reporting, the SMC would deter-
mine the achievable data rate pairs or, more
generally, the achievable data region, from which
it can command each modem to perform dis-
tributed iterative water-filling with different
transmit power level and target data rate.

Even this small amount of cooperation among
the modems offers a great deal of flexibility. For
example, upon the request of a customer or a
higher level of network hierarchy, the SMC can
command a modem operating in an excess power
margin to increase the data rate, thereby provid-
ing a higher-speed service, or to decrease its
transmit power, resulting in less crosstalk inter-
ference with other modems. This concept of flex-
ible service provisioning is not feasible in the
static spectrum management environment, under
which each modem is forced to use the fixed
PSD mask regardless of where it is located and
“accept” the resulting data rate whether or not it
is satisfactory.

Although the well-known water-filling algo-
rithm results in a bit distribution with continuous
values, all practical DMT systems require that
the number of bits assigned to a frequency tone
is an integer or the fraction of integers. Methods
to perform discrete bit allocation have been
developed in the past for single-user systems.
For multi-user DMT systems, a discrete bit-load-
ing and power control algorithm was recently
proposed to provide some improvement in bit
and power allocation [11]. In this algorithm, a
single network entity calculates and updates the
incremental power table that specifies the
amount of power necessary to assign one more
information bit to the current bit assignment
over all frequency tones and all users. Based on
a greedy algorithm, a particular user and a spe-
cific frequency tone corresponding to the mini-
mum entry in the table is selected and gets a
one-bit increase. This bit allocation update pro-
cess continues until the transmit power reaches
the maximum allowed, or the data rate meets
the specified target. Although the complexity for
the update of the incremental table at each bit
allocation step can be high, the performance of
multi-user discrete bit loading leads to reduced
total transmit power for a given data rate with
respect to the one obtained through iterative
water-filling for the same target data rate. How-
ever, it is unlikely that such a loading method
would be used, because when coordination is

■ Figure 5. A vectored DMT diagram.
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allowed, the better and easier choice is the vec-
tored mode described below.

VECTORED MODE: VECTORED DMT
Vectored DMT can achieve FEXT-free transmis-
sion in a coordinated environment where multiple
DSL lines “share” their physical signal informa-
tion [4]. One-sided coordination can occur when
a fiber-assisted DSL system (shown in Fig. 1a) is
deployed. In this case, the DSLAM is capable of
generating and receiving synchronized DSL sig-
nals from multiple lines. By employing frequency-
division duplexing (FDD), which separates the
upstream and downstream frequency bands,
NEXT is easily mitigated; the major interference,
then, comes from FEXT. The performance loss
caused by FEXT becomes much more severe
when the lengths of the DSL lines differ signifi-

cantly. For instance, if all the modems at the cus-
tomer side transmit the same power level in the
same frequency band, FEXT caused by short lines
at the upstream receiver of a longer line may be
even higher than the direct signals; thus, the
upstream transmission is severely affected.

Vectored DMT exploits the optimum MIMO
signal processing structure, the generalized deci-
sion feedback equalizer (GDFE). GDFE offers a
unified view of signal detection in the interfer-
ence channel. In the DSL environment, major
interference sources include intersymbol inter-
ference (ISI), a signal distortion caused by the
frequency selectivity of the line, and crosstalk
interference, more generally referred to as
interuser inference (IUI). In its most general
form, GDFE thus views ISI and IUI in the same
domain and tries to eliminate both simultane-
ously. DMT is a special case of GDFE where
only ISI is eliminated.

When DMT is employed as a modulation
technique, the signals from multiple lines can be
processed separately at each frequency tone in
the user or line domain. The GDFE structure
then can be derived to eliminate the crosstalk.
Figure 5 illustrates the block diagram of a vec-
tored DMT system. One should note that all
DSL modems at the customer side are essential-
ly the same as before, except that the transmis-
sion and reception now occurs synchronously,
which is feasible in a one-sided coordinated situ-
ation with a common DSLAM, and indeed is
included in the most recent VDSL-DMT stan-
dard under the name zippering or digital duplex-
ing [12]. The DSLAM processes the signals to be
transmitted on each line or to be received from
each line. It is assumed that all the channel
information, such as signal attenuation and
crosstalk characteristics on each line, is reported
to the SMC and is known to the DSLAM in
advance, which will be subsequently expressed as
Hn,up and Hn,down, as in Fig. 5.

For the upstream case, the DSLAM becomes
the cooperative receiver. The received QAM sig-
nals from the lines are first processed with the
usual DMT technique. After the normal DMT
processing stage, the signal at each line contains
crosstalk interference from other lines. For each
frequency tone, all the signals from multiple lines
are then collected, and interference cancellation is
performed in the line domain: a rotation operator
Q*

n,up in Fig. 5) is first applied such that the signal
to be decoded in the current line contains interfer-
ence only from the previously decoded symbols in
other lines; finally, decision-assisted successive
cancellation (Rn,up in Fig. 5) is performed.

On the other hand, the DSLAM becomes the
cooperative transmitter in the downstream direc-
tion, in which case the corresponding GDFE has a
pre-coder structure. The multi-line signals to be
transmitted are first collected for each frequency
tone, and appropriate predistortions or precodings
(characterized by Qn,down and Rn,down in Fig. 5) are
successively introduced across all the lines. These
distortions are such that, after passing through the
channel, the received signal at the modem on the
customer side becomes crosstalk-free.

While the concept of the GDFE is applicable
to any system, the use of DMT as a modulation
technique greatly reduces the computational com-

■ Figure 6. VDSL data rates: a) downstream; b) upstream.
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plexity of transmitter/receiver processing since
each frequency tone can be separately processed
in the line domain. Moreover, the major crosstalk
sources for each line are usually due to at most
2~4 neighboring lines in the cable. Therefore, the
complexity increase at the DSLAM is the addi-
tional GDFE/pre-coder processing block associat-
ed with at most 4 × 4 matrix operations/tone for
each line. There is essentially no increase in com-
plexity on the customer side.

Figure 6 compares the performance for the
VDSL system, where one-sided vectored DMT is
compared with noncoordinated transmission. The
assumed FDD plan is the one for VDSL pro-
posed for North America (also known as 998).
Clearly, the gains are spectacular, especially for
short loops where transmission is FEXT-limited.
For example, a downstream data rate of 50 Mb/s
limits noncoordinated systems to a reach of 1150
ft with a type A noise model, whereas vectored
DMT extends the reach to 2650 ft.

Two-sided coordination is not possible in
DSL practice since modems at the customer side
are geographically separate; however, in some
private network environments utilizing multiple
lines, modems at both the transmitter and receiv-
er sides could cooperate. In such cases, instead
of deploying FDD, NEXT cancellation methods
can be used, thus allowing use of the entire fre-
quency band in both the upstream and down-
stream directions.

SUMMARY AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF DSM

DSM offers the most efficient data transmission
on the conventional twisted pair line telephone
network. Globally beneficial dynamic spectra
variation among DSL modems of different lines
is the key idea in DSM. The earliest autonomous
modes of DSM are immediately deployable and
offer significant performance improvement in
any environment. The highest performing vec-
tored modes build on the autonomous mode to
add coordination where economically prudent,
and are motivated from a regulatory perspective
by the increasing uses of optical fibers to replace
copper in the feeder loop.

Iterative water-filling can achieve much better
spectra allocation compared to the current static
management rules, and vectored DMT provides
essentially FEXT-free transmission. DSM allows
more flexible provisioning to customers, and
enables service providers to optimize their
resource management. Such DSM will eventually
allow a binder of 50 twisted pairs at 500 m to
carry 5 Gb/s, more than any broadband delivery
system of similar range has yet to contemplate.
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